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Charon - Wikipedia In Greek mythology, Charon or Kharon (/ËˆkÉ›É™rÉ’n/ or /ËˆkÉ›É™rÉ™n/; Greek Ï‡Î¬Ï•Ï‰Î½) is the ferryman of Hades who carries souls of
the newly deceased across the rivers Styx and Acheron that divided the world of the living from the world of the dead. CHARON (Kharon) - Ferryman of the Dead,
Underworld Daemon ... KHARON (Charon) was the Ferryman of the Dead, an underworld daimon (spirit) in the service of King Haides. Charon - Roman and Greek
Gods and Goddesses Visit the Ancient world of the Greek god Charon. Discover fascinating information about Charon the Greek god of qqqq. The legends and
mythology about the Charon the.

Charon (Moon) Facts Charonâ€™s origin is still not completely understood. One theory suggests that Charon was created when a neighbouring Kuiper Belt object
collided with Pluto. That destroyed the impactor, sending chunks of debris into orbit around Pluto. Eventually the chunks reassembled themselves to create Charon.
Charon - definition of Charon by The Free Dictionary CharÂ·on n. Greek Mythology 1. (kÃ¢râ€²É™n) The ferryman who conveyed the dead to Hades over the river
Styx. 2. (kÃ¢râ€²É™n, shÃ¢râ€²-) Astronomy The largest of Pluto. In Depth | Charon â€“ Solar System Exploration: NASA Science Charon is almost half the size of
Pluto. The little moon is so big that Pluto and Charon are sometimes referred to as a double dwarf planet system. The distance between them is 19,640 km (12,200
miles). The Hubble Space Telescope photographed Pluto and Charon in 1994 when Pluto.

Charon | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia Charon were a sentient species with both humanoid and arachnoid features. They had four arms, two of which
were extremely powerful, and four legs, which made them. Charon | Greek mythology | Britannica.com Charon, in Greek mythology, the son of Erebus and Nyx
(Night), whose duty it was to ferry over the Rivers Styx and Acheron those souls of the deceased who had received the rites of burial. In payment he received the coin
that was placed in the mouth of the corpse. The Mysterious Moons of Pluto - ThoughtCo The moons of Pluto were a fascinating mystery until the New Horizons
mission supplied images of them. The largest is Charon, the smallest is Styx.

Charon: Pluto's Largest Moon - Space.com Charon was discovered in 1978 and named for the discoverer's wife, as well as the mythological ferryman. Pluto and
Charon are considered a binary planet system.
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